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Shapez now released on mobile
Fragbite Group AB:s (publ) (“Fragbite Group”) subsidiary Playdigious is today releasing 
popular game title Shapez on mobile platforms. Top rated on PC, Shapez is releasing on 
AppStore and Google Playstore where the game can also be downloaded for a free trial.

First released in June 2020, Shapez has been highly successful on PC and top rated by players on 
global distribution platform Steam. Shapez is released today on mobile platforms and made 
available for purchase on AppStore and Google Playstore, where players can also try the game for 
free up to level 7.

“As the Playdigious portfolio grows, it is important to also expand in terms of game genres. Shapez offers a 
relaxing player experience which is quite different from many of the other games in our portfolio. With a 
97% rating on Steam, it has had significant success on PC, and since the announcement in September we 
have seen a promising number of pre-orders and pre-registrations. The theme and gameplay of Shapez 

 says Abrial Da has a timeless quality, and I believe the mobile version will have longevity in the market,”
Costa, CEO, Playdigious.

Shapez is an independent factory building game in which the players process geometric shapes at 
their own pace in a minimalist environment. The game is part of the previously communicated 
expanded Playdigious pipeline of new game releases for 2023 and 2024.

For questions, please contact:

Erika Mattsson, Chief Communications Officer
em@fragbitegroup.com
Phone: +46 8 520 277 82

Redeye AB is the Company’s Certified Adviser.

About us

Fragbite Group (publ) is a Swedish corporate group with a portfolio of established subsidiaries that 
develop, adapt and publish games and esports content within GAMING, ESPORTS and WEB3. Our 
products are developed for both traditional platforms – PC, mobile and console – and modern web3 
platforms built on blockchain technology. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm and has over 
130 employees in Sweden, France, the Netherlands, Gibraltar and Egypt. Fragbite Group is listed on 
Nasdaq First North Growth Market.
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